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Gen Z and Millennials are known to be the “always-connected” generations, with Millennials having lived 

through the growth of the Internet and Gen Z not even knowing a world without Google.

But how does this affect the way they shop and their expectations from retailers? Do they only shop 

online, or do they also visit stores? Are they the culprits behind the numerous store closures of recent 

years? And how can retailers appeal to them to increase sales and store visits?

However, their expectations are high. They will be loyal to brands who are able to provide them with 

personalized service, relevant recommendations, and a convenient shopping experience. Retailers 

who can achieve this seamlessly across all touchpoints will be the ones who stand out to these two 

generations.

How Retailers Create Loyalty with Gen Z & Millennials Using Mobile In-Store Technologies

While they definitely do their share of online shopping, most

Millennials and Gen Z actually prefer to shop in store.
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Gen Z (those born after 1995) alone represent 26% of the population and have an annual spending 

power of up to $143B- and growing.

There are some different characteristics between the two generations, like the devices they primarily use 

to shop (Millennials prefer desktop computers while Gen Z prefers mobile devices), their favored payment 

types, and time spent shopping online vs. in-store. But they are similar in many ways. They are the most 

tech-savvy of the four generations coexisting today (including Baby Boomers and GenerationX) and have 

similar shopping habits. But most importantly, they created a whole new standard of expectations for 

both in-store and online service. Brands looking to capture their loyalty can employ clienteling strategies 

and mobile store technologies that will appeal to both.

Together, Millennials and Gen Z make up 52% of the total global  

population and represent close to $350B U.S. annually in  

combined spending power.

Why Retailers
are Reworking their Strategies  
to Cater to Millennials & Gen Z

http://www.millennialmarketing.com/2017/12/the-real-figure-of-gen-z-direct-spending-hint-its-bigger-than-you-think/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-2018-millennial-survey-report.pdf
https://www.genzinsights.com/could-gen-z-be-the-latest-and-greatest-generation-to-land-at-your-door
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180308005602/en
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Millennials make 60% of their purchases online, and 75% of Gen Z likes shopping online when they can 

out of convenience.

The key is to make their store visits fun. More than half (56%) of Gen Z stresses the need for shopping 

experiences to “not be boring”, and 57% of Millennials visit stores because they enjoy the experience.

Many brands have adapted with innovative experiences including in-store events or services (think 

pedicures at DSW stores). Another effective strategy is to offer personalized service by capturing 

customer information and having it handy. This way, when they visit the store, associates can cater to 

their preferences (or surprise them with relevant discounts!). Both generations are actually willing to pay 

more for a product and share personal information with brands in exchange for personalized, relevant 

communications.

Mobile store technology and clienteling strategies will help provide personalized service by leveraging 

an important asset at the center of the shopping experience: store associates. They need to be 

equipped with detailed information on customer preferences, purchase history, and important dates or 

events. With this data, they can provide tailored, convenient service and relevant recommendations, 

which Millennials and Gen Z have come to expect. What’s more, they can do so beyond the store by 

connecting with customers online at every stage of their journey.

Create Memorable, Personalized 
Experiences In Stores1

Despite this, they still like to visit stores: 65% of Gen Z

consumers and 59% of Millennials like to be able to touch the

products before buying them.

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/03/26/millennials-online-shopping/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/study-80-of-gen-z-like-shopping-in-store-but-turn-to-e-commerce-for-conv/524960/
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/9PPL5YOX
https://www.statista.com/statistics/890173/reasons-millennials-like-to-shop-in-physical-stores-united-states/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-27/dsw-bets-nail-salons-in-shoe-stores-will-lure-millennial-women
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/industry-resource/mind-the-gap-what-different-generations-want-from-retailers/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/industry-resource/mind-the-gap-what-different-generations-want-from-retailers/
https://salesfloor.net/solutions/omnichannel-clienteling/
https://brpconsulting.com/download/2019-consumer-shopping-survey/
https://www.criteo.com/insights/millennials-vs-gen-z/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/890173/reasons-millennials-like-to-shop-in-physical-stores-united-states/


Nobody likes to wait in line- especially not Millennials and Gen Z. Several recent studies show both 

generations seek instant gratification and have short attention spans (12 seconds for Millennials vs. 8 

seconds for Gen Z). 

They do not want to have to wait or even make their way to the counter to pay for products. To speed 

up the checkout process and avoid a frustrating experience, store associates should be able to process 

their transactions from anywhere on the sales floor using mobile checkout technology.
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Avoid Lineups by Checking Out 
from Anywhere in the Store2

This has a big impact on how retailers should cater to them in

store: with a focus on speed and convenience.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/deeppatel/2017/11/27/5-d%E2%80%8Bifferences-%E2%80%8Bbetween-%E2%80%8Bmarketing-%E2%80%8Bto%E2%80%8B-m%E2%80%8Billennials-v%E2%80%8Bs%E2%80%8B-%E2%80%8Bgen-z/#77e16de92c9f
https://www.genzinsights.com/gen-z-wants-non-of-your-marketing-strategy.-they-want-to-be-part-of-it
https://www.genzinsights.com/gen-z-wants-non-of-your-marketing-strategy.-they-want-to-be-part-of-it
https://salesfloor.net/solutions/mobile-checkout/
https://downloads.digitalcommerce360.com/Resources/091219_Oracle_NetSuite_DifferentGenerations.pdf?_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8CACUYJJrQQfYeYEzlHhnFWBSnosufCIio7HmqmyTGqAF1ny_YxuuFMQ35CT5fUhPvm_BxEftk04LeeK-GxfnMPlhSjQ&_hsmi=76883880
https://www.criteo.com/insights/millennials-vs-gen-z/


Gen Z and Millennials expect more from associates than any previous generation. As connected 

consumers who are very comfortable doing product research online (40% of Millennials and 80% of Gen 

Z), they anticipate associates to have – at the minimum – the same level of knowledge.

This saves time from having to check availability in the back store. It also saves stores from having to 

make customers wait in line for an inventory search on a desktop POS. 

A store associate who has access to global inventory information as well as clienteling tools can prepare 

virtual shopping carts and send them to customers through e-mail, SMS, or live chat. This opens up a 

whole new way of selling to connected, omnichannel customers.
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Provide Real-Time Inventory 
Availability at the Associate’s 
Fingertips

3

Associates should be equipped with mobile tools that allow them to  

provide expert, personalized advice by accessing customer history  

as well as real-time product availability across all stores and the web.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesinsights/2019/07/09/what-millennials-want-when-they-shop-online/#392248754ed9
http://strategyonline.ca/2019/05/27/gen-z-shopping-in-store-more-often-than-online/
http://strategyonline.ca/2019/05/27/gen-z-shopping-in-store-more-often-than-online/
https://salesfloor.net/solutions/mobile-checkout/
https://salesfloor.net/solutions/omnichannel-clienteling/
https://salesfloor.net/resources/whitepaper-2019/
https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/09/10/brick-and-mortar-retail-is-changing-associates-need-to-change-too/amp/
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We’ve all been in a situation where we cannot buy a product we want because it is out-of-stock. The 

retailer might not have had it in our size or preferred color. We leave the store disappointed, having had 

an experience that will be remembered for all the wrong reasons. 

Millennials and Gen Z, with their short attention spans and high demands for service, will especially feel 

frustrated when an item they want is out-of-stock. In fact, two-thirds (66%) of Gen Z shoppers will choose 

retail stores based on the probability of the item they’re looking for being in stock.

Omnichannel shopping carts (containing items from other stores or the web inventory) can now be 

created by store associates using mobile store technology. Not only is it convenient for customers, but 

it allows retailers to save the sale from anywhere. This is especially important considering how quickly 

customers can search for competing products online using their phones.

Save the Sale (from Anywhere!) 
with an Omnichannel Shopping 
Cart

4

Many retailers are still losing sales because they cannot sell products  

from another store or from the web inventory.

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/9PPL5YOX
https://salesfloor.net/solutions/mobile-checkout/
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According to the latest banking research done by UNiDAYS, Millennials are credit card carriers, but their 

younger siblings are not. This is partly due to banking restrictions from the early 1990’s and Gen Z’s 

emphasis on staying debt-free. Digital payments are thus the norm for this younger group. Fifty percent 

of Millennials have also used contactless payments. This is a clear indication that retailers need to be 

able to take payments through digital interactions.

However, Millennials and Gen Z have concerns regarding the security of their personal and financial 

information. One of their biggest fears is unauthorized access to their data. It is important they feel 

reassured that their data is being used the way they intended.

Loyalty Requires Trust & Security 
of Personal Data5

https://www.itproportal.com/features/digital-payments-in-2018-how-millennials-are-driving-next-gen-commerce/
https://www.itproportal.com/features/digital-payments-in-2018-how-millennials-are-driving-next-gen-commerce/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/nrf-98-of-gen-z-shop-in-stores-some-or-most-of-the-time/521176/
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Both Millennials and Gen Z like getting their product right away. They will go to a store to pick up their 

purchase rather than await delivery. This makes BOPIS (buy online- pick up in store) capability critical for 

retailers. This entails reserving the product for pickup and making in-store pickup convenient and fast for 

the customer.

Mobile apps allow store associates to view orders routed to their store for fulfillment. They can then 

claim, pack and ship the orders. By leveraging their stores and associates in this way, retailers can get 

products to their customers faster. They simultaneously save on shipping costs by having their order 

management systems automatically assign shipments from the optimal location.

Fulfill Orders from the Store 
(BOPIS)6

Allowing shoppers to buy online and pick up in store requires efficient  

behind-the-scenes processes.
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Millennials and Gen Z have put demands on retailers 
that push them to be better.

The two generations expect a high level of service and 
like instant gratification.

Retailers using mobile store technologies are more 
knowledgeable about their products than ever, with 
visibility at the sales associate level.

Empowering sales associates with mobile store 
technology and clienteling tools helps retailers meet 
the demands of Millennials and Gen Z.

The Bottom Line
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This allows them to deliver service with an unparalleled level of personalization across all channels.

1-844-900-0830  |  sales@salesfloor.net  |  www.salesfloor.net

Request a Demo Today

Salesfloor is a solution that provides a unified approach for clienteling, mobile checkout, assisted selling 

and endless aisle. On a single app, store associates have all they need to:

1. Access customer information

2. Connect with them beyond the store

3. Provide convenient and seamless in-store experiences

http://bit.ly/33YS3ke 
https://salesfloor.net
http://bit.ly/33YS3ke 
http://bit.ly/33YS3ke 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/salesfloor
https://www.facebook.com/Salesfloor
https://twitter.com/salesfloor

